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1. INTRODUCTION 

The experiments described in this paper are meant to extend to a much 
wider range of energies per nucleon a previous experiment ( ref. [I]- 191) in- 
troducing a sui  generis technique of "calorimetry" in the investigation of in- 
teraction properties of projectile fragments (PP's) from relativistic heavy ion 
collisions.The idea of the experiment as well 4s the peculiar target/detector 
setups ( in several increasingly sophisticated geometries)) were initially 
tivated by the ongoing debate over a possible anomalously shortened mebn 
free path ( abbreviated hereafter as SMFP) for nuclear interaction of such 
projectile fragments. Although, at  the present stage of our investigation, 
our experimental results have provided no clear-cut evidence either for or 
against such an effect, they have provided evidence for a very high partial 
cross-section of 24Na -production by such PF's emitted at relatively wide 
angles to the incident heavy ion beam.Whethrr this effect can be explained, 
or not, in terms of "conventional" relativistic beavy ion physics was explored 
In ref.[2] and will be discussed in greater detajl in connection with the new 
experimental evidence presented in the present paper. 

However, in order to better explain the rationale underlying our tech- 
nique, it appears useful to briefly review the experimental evidence which 
prompted this investigation. 

Evidence for a SMFP was first observed in nuclear emulsions. Ref. [lo] 
glves the basic experimental facts together with their early history. Essen- 
t~ally, this effect concerns a considerably reduced interaction mean free path 
of heavy secondary projectile fragments Z 2 3 within the first few centime- 
ters after the interaction point where they were produced in the interaction 
of relativistic heavy ions with emulsion nuclei. This work stimulated a wide 
variety of investigations with often conflicting results [ll]  - [21]. Of particular 
interest is the more recent supporting experimental evidence concerning this 
effect, obtained at  the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in Dubna 
122, 23, 24). This field has been reviewed recently 125) - 1301. Some older 
references have been mentioned frequently [31] - 1361. However, one should 
remember some possible "prehistoricn evidence for SMFP such as peculiar 
transition effects observed with very thick targets in cosmic rays by Roessle 
and Schopper 1371 as early as 1954 and confirmed later by Varsimashvili [38] 
and possible evidence for SMFP of pions shortly after their emission from 
kaon decays reported by G. Alexander et al. 1391 in 1957. This latter SMFP 

- 

effect has never been challenged experimentally, nor has it been understood 
from a theoretical point of view. 



The  interest in the  SMFP effect was stressed by ~ t s  hypothetical connec- 
tion with the  possible appearance of "open colour states" for quark-gluon- 
matter,  as formulated within certain quantum chromodynamic models 1271. 
Due t o  such possible fundamental implication and especially to  the wide- 
ranging controversy aroused by this subject, i t  appeared important to  bring 
as many different techniques as possible t o  bear on this ~ rob lem.  Therefore, 
some time ago, several of us started an experimental program to investigate 
the  interactions of relativistic heavy ions with relatively rr~assive copper tar- 
gets [I]. The radiochemical activation technique has been used to search for 
the  possible formation, interaction and decay of anomalous projectile frag- 
ments. So far, t h e  most detailed investigation has been carried out in the 
interaction of 72 GeV 'OAr and 36 GeV 'OAr with copper. At the lower Ar- 
energy we encountered no difficulties in trying to  understand the experimen- 
tal results in terms of conventional models and of the  enseml;+le of available 
experimental facts. 

However, a t  the higher Ar-energy (72 GeV) it was impossible to  under- 
stand the  large cross-section of secondary fragments for producing "Na in 
ropper within the  framework of widely accepted theoretical models: in par- 
ticular, one had severe d~fficultres to  understand the wide -angle emission 
10' 5 Blab of energetic secondary fragments. Ref. [2] gives a detailed account 
of the  "conventional* arguments which failed to  explain the  effect. 

Consequently, it was of interest to extend the investigation beyond the 
range of energies per nucleon covered by the  Berkeley BEVALAC in the 
hope of observing some general new features of relativistic heqvy ion physics 
irrespective of whether SMFP's were involved o r  not. 

We s tar t  this paper with a general survey of the  corresponding experi- 
ments. Then a detailed experimental and theoretical account is given of our 
studies using the  44 GeV 17C beam of the J INR SYNCHROPHASOTRON, 
Dubna. "Calibration" experiments with 4 GeV 'He and 2.6 GeV p beams 
from SATURNE, Saclay, are  also reported. In vlew of the  nrgative result of 
a search of unexpected features in the  reactions induced by the  lower-energy 
beam a t  the  BEVALAC ( 36 GeV 'OAr) one would a fortion not expect any 
"anomalousn behavior of particles produced a t  the  energies of the SATURNE 
accelerator.None was found. 

2. THE COPPER-DISK TECHNIQUE: 
ITS DESCRlPTlON AND RESULTS 

Our first experiment of this kind may serve as an intuitive illustration t o  our 
technical approach; it was carried out  as a parasitic exposure t o  a 25 GeV 
IZC beam a t  the  Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory BEVALAC, behind a thin 
target (< 5 0 0 m g / m 2 )  (401. I t  can be considered as an example of a "low 
energy" experiment with relativistic carbon. 

The  principle of t h e  experiment is illustrated in Fig. la.  Two 1 cm-thick 
circular copper disks (r=4 cm) were irradiated with 25 GeV C-ions. Typi- 

Fig. 1. Some typical experimental arrangemer~ts of Cu disks and rings. 
Ail Cu disks are 1 cm thick. a.b) arrangement to study decay-versu:"u.ide 
anglen effects as described in details in [ I ,  2) c j  a very compact stack of 16 
Cu disks (4  = 8 c m ) ~  some kind of calorimeter. 

cally, 3 10" ''C ions passed through the Cu-disks in a period of 2-4 hours. 
The beam was well focussed (nominal diameter < Inn). Pairs of C U  -disks 
were irradiated together in a "contactn configuration (d=O cm) and with a 
separation of 10 cm (Fig. Ib) .  Both Cu-disks in a particular configuration 
serve as targets for the primary beam, hs well as for secondaries interact- 
ing within the  same disk in which they were produced.0ur measure for the 
number of interactions induced by all these projectiles is the amount of ra- 
dioactive residues of the  target nuclei, detectable via their gamma activity. 
However, secondaries produced in the first disk (the "target" disk) and in- 
teracting in the  second disk ( the  "detectorn disk) will enhance radioactive 
nuclide production in the  "detector" disk as compared to  the "target diskn 
(obviously, a t  the same projectile fluence). This enhancement could b e  es- 



pecially strong if, among other reasons, such a projectile fragment had an 
unexpectedly high interaction cross section, i.e., a "too short" mean free path. 
After the  completion of the  irradiation, short-lived activities were allowed to 
decay for approximately 12-24 hours. Afterwards, the radionuclides present 
in the  irradiated Cu-disks were assayed by off-line gamma-ray-spectroscopy. 
hfeasurements were made with Ge(Li) detectors (resolution - 1.8 keV). The  
analysis of the  gamma-ray spectra  was based on standard radiochemical pro- 
cedures [41]. Counting was carried out for approxilnately one week a t  LBL 
and then continued for several months a t  Marburg. For specific nuclides we 
det.erm~ned the  ratio Rd of t he  activity in t he  downstream disk (Cu 2, or Cu 
4)  to t ha t  in t he  upstream disk (Cu 1, or Cu 3 )  as a function of disk separa- 
Lion d between the  pair of Cu-disks. B<,cause each such pair was irradiated 
with the  same particle beam simultaneously and assayed later for i ts gamma 
activity in a fixed position with the  same Ge(Li) gamma-ray detector, the  

activity ratio Rd for a specific nuclide can be determined to a high degree 
of precision. All uncertainties due to  particle fluxes, counting efficiencies, 
branching ratios in the  decay scheme for a specific radioactive nuclide, etc., 
cancel out  in Rd. Essentially, t he  only experimental uncertainty in this ratio 
comes from counting statistics. As the  number of counts is typically , lo4,  
our activity ratio Rd  can be  determined within - I%. Such a precision is 
comparable only to  that  of large counter experiments or of high-statistics 
hubble chamber experiments. 

We show in Fig. 2 the dependence of Rd  on the  product mass number 
for two different separations (d=O cm, d=10 cm) of the disks for reactions 
induced by 25 GeV "C ions. T h e  dependence of Rd on A is a reflection of 
t he  erlergy s p e c t r ~ ~ m  and angular distribution of the  secondaries inducing re- 
actions in the  disks. T h e  results show that  when the  two disks are  in contact 
(&), t he  projectile fragrnents ( P F )  most likely to  strike the  detector disk 
lead to  t he  forr~~nl ion (by target fragmentation) of products with A x  55 and 
sllbstantial yields are seer1 for all products with A > 40. T h e  products with 
A < 30 ('Be, l lNa,  14!:a, 28Mg) are formed only in high-deposition energy 
target fragmentation events 1.121. Such nuclides cannot be  PFs  because those 
are  much too energetic to stop il l  the  coppcr disks. When the  disks are moved 
10 cm apar t ,  t h e  "detector" disk samples a different subset of the  PFs created 
in the  "targetn disk, i.c., the more strongly forward-focused and thus higher 
rrlergy fragments. As a result, t he  PFs  most likely to reach the second disk 
now lead to  t he  formation of products with A 4.5 and the formation of hea- 
vier fragments is less likely. Not surprisingly, Ro for these products is larger 
than Rlo reflecting production by low-energy, wide-angle secondaries. T h e  
fragrnents with A < 30 are produced with about  the same yields regardless 
of disk separation because they are  only ~ r o d u c e d  by highly forward-focused, 
energetic projectile fragments. As we are  intr,rested mainly in reaction chan- 
r~els due  pratically only to  rrlativistic high-energy  articles (> l G e V ) ,  we 
concentrate on deep-spallation products, i.e. 'Be 21Na z4Na and "Mg since 
Lhesr nuclides are  produced in copper only by high-energy ~a r t i c l e s .  But ,  
as Fig. 2 shows, only "Na can be meast~red with the  necessary accuracy 
of zz (1 - 2)%. Therefore, we are  from here on concentrating our attention 
in this paper on the  production of 14Na from copper targets. Furthermore, 
the  excitation ft~nction for thk of deep-spallation ~ r o d u c t s  is well 
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Fig. 2. & and Rlo as a function of the  product mass AFd. & is t he  
ratio of the  activity for one specific nrlrlide of the downstream Cu-disk to  
the  upstream Cu-disks, d beeing the  distance between the  two Cu-disks, as 
shown in Fig. 1 a,b. (This experiment was carried out  a t  t he  BEVALAC, 
University of California, Berkeley) 

known only for the  production of ?'Na from Cu and this nuclide has a half-life 
of - 15h and a prominent and well determined gamma line a t  E, = 1.3685 
MeV, both very convenient for radiochemical experiments. In this 25 GeV 
IzC experiment we observe a ratio 

\ ,  

All 24Na-producing fragments are emitted within a lab angle 8 < 20" in 
this experiment,as from the %o(''N;3 samples only fragments emitted into this 
angular foreward cone. To visualize the meaning of these numbers one should 



consider (Ref. [2] )  the  separate effects of three kinds of   articles ~ roduc ing  
24Na: 

a )  beam projectiles ("primariesn) producing Q p  "Na atoms, 

8 b )  their secondaries (and the cascade products thereof) interacting in 
the  same disk in which primaries interacted, producing Qs "Na atoms, 

c) secondaries from interacting "target" disk interacting in the  "detec- 
tor" (or downstream) disk and producing there Qs,=2Qs atoms. 

It is easy t o  see from Ref. [2] that to a reasonable approximation the ratio 
Rd is given by 

2 2(1 - fd) 
Rd=exp(--1 t - 

X P  1 t g  

where x is the disk thickness (1  cm) and A p  is the mean free path for in- 
elastic collision of the  primaries (hence the atter~uation factor). T h e  factor 
fd is the  fraction of secondaries of type (c), above, which "fail" to reach the 
downstream detector a t  distance d for one of the  two reasons (a)  conversion 
of a particle with a SMFP effect to a state with normal mean free path and 
/ or (b) emission of energetic fragments into wide lab angles with 0 > 20'. 
Between "C and '"Ar projectiles the attenuation factor varies from - 0.66 to 
-, 0.80, i.e. i t  lies relatively close t o  unity. It is now understandable why such 
an experinlent might be sensitive to secondaric.s exhibiting a SMFP effect. 

Now, if d f 0 ,  and the  angular loss of secondaries of type (c) is small 
because of well focussed high-energy secondaries and their cross-section for 
Z4Na production "drops" along the  way ("decay to  ground state" of any weird 
excited state created in the upstream disk) over a flight path of I0 cm, then 

we would observe experimentally Rd < Ro. Our results reveal no unusual or 
"a~lomalous" of secondaries; all relativistic particles, primaries and 
secondaries, producing "Na in t h e  R,, configuration seem t o  do nearly exactly 
the same in the R lo  configuration. The Rlo configuration covers all secondary 

moving in a forward cone with an angle 8 1 , ~  < 20". Nothing seems 
to point in this experiment t o  "decaying" anomalous fragments over a flight 
path of 10 cm. 

After this detailed description of one experiment, we report on a series 
of exposures carried out  with a wide variety of projectiles of two Cu-disks in 
contact, a target configuration shown in Fig. l a .  The results for R,,(14Na) are 
given in Fig. 3. As can be seen, R,, seems to increase linearly with the  total 
kinetic energy ET of the incoming heavy ion, up to about ET = 80 GeV. 
Additionally, we also show in Fig. 3b  some recent results obtained from 
the SPS a t  CERN, Geneva, which extend our investigation to the  highest 
energies of about 6.4 TeV obtained in any laboratory. However, here a word 
of caution is required. The experiments a t  the SPS were carried out  in a 
parasitic manner close to the  beam-dump and some 50 c m  downstream of a 1 
cm thick U-target. Therefore, the Cu-disks were irradiated with the primary 
heavy ions plus considerable amounts of secondary particles. Nevertheless, 
we might come to a "saturationn value of Ro for ET > 1 TeV. 

In Fig 3a we observe a strong increase of R,, in the range 2 GeV < ET < 
YO GeV. When one moves the  two Cu disks apart,  the downstream C U  disk 
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Fig. 3. The ratio .R,('4Za) of the downstream Cu-block to  the  first 

Cu-block with the disks in contact (d-0) a a function of the  total e n e r e  
ET of the incoming heavy ion. a )  For ]Gel' < ET < 100GeV. b)  For 
ET > 300GeV. A preliminary account has been published [4 ,  8). 

no longer samples all fast secondary particles generated in the upstream Cu  
disk. However, we know experinlentally that nearly all relativistic projectile 
frag1nent.s (nucleons h~ well as heavierones) are emitted into a narrow forward 
ronr  and the  higher the  energy and the energy per nuclcon of the incoming 
ions is, the more we expect a forward focused distribution 121. So we expect 
in downstrca~n Cu -configurations. as shown in Fig. I (a  and b) nearly all 
the activity for 24Na which we observe a t  d=O cm (i.e. &). As Fig. 4 
bhows, this cxpcctation is fullfilled up to about a total energy ET - 30 
GeV. However, for higher energies, we are loosing more and more 14Na at 
distances of (lo-20)cm. This  is ~ ra r t i c~~ la r ly  true for 72 GeV 40Ar and for 
1.1 GeV lZC,  where the loss a m o ~ ~ n t s  to (16 f 2)%. and (5 f I )% resp., for 
the downstream Cu-configuration covering the angles 0 < 20" as shown in 
Ref. 121 and later in this paper. T h e  exact distances between the  front and 
end ~ l a t e s  are given in the  caption of Fig. 4. At presvnt one only can state 
two different explanations for this puzzle: it could be caused either by the 
decay of anomalously excited fragments to their ground state over a flight 
path of (10-38)cm and/or by the wide-angle en~ission of "energetic" particles, 
having the  ability t o  produce appreciable amounts of "Na in copper, even 
if they are emitted into large lab angles 0 _> 20'. Following conventional 
wisdom, ref. (21 argrles that practically only Z=l  particles, neutrons, and 
pions are emitted into wide lab angles, say 0 > 10'. It is well known tha t  in 
high energy reactions the  mean momenta drop dra~tically with the emission 
angles because the  mean transverse momentum is low. Thus, the abundant 
production of 14Na a t  large Lab angles would lead us again to difficulties, one 
possibility could be an unexpectedly "hard" transverse momentum spectrum. 
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Fig. 4. The  ratio Re (24Na) of downstream CU-disks within a certain 

angle 0, as compared to &(24Na), as a function of the energy of the incoming 
heavy ion. Re gives the activity mostly a t  20 cm distance within a certain 
angular range, say O0 c 0 c lo0 or O0 c 0 < 20' [4].& for 25 GeV "C and 
24 GeV p is given for 10 cm, Re for 44 GeV "C is given for 38 cm. Full 
symbols indicate Roo-,,o, open symbols &o-,,o. 

7. [~.XI'I:KI.\II.S'I'S W I T H  44 GcV l a  C, 
4 (;cV ' IIc ;\XI) 2.1; (;eV 11 

The results of detailed experiments with copper targets irradiated with 72 
(;r:V 40Ar have beer1 published [I]-[9]. This reaction channel is going to 
he studied further [43]. Conx:q~~ently, it seemed interesting to supplement 
5~r .h  work with similar irrvcstigations using the 44 GeV "C beam from the 
sYNCI~ROPHASOTRON at  the JINR, Dubna i.e. a t  lower total energy but 
a t  higher energy per nucleon 'This should tell us, whether "unconventional" 
effects are a g r n c ~ a l  feature in high-energy h ~ a v y  ion interactions at  & > 40 
CeV or whether they are specific to 4"Ar ions. Crucial is the question of 
tile I>roduction of 14Na from energetic secondary fragments in copper a t  wide 
angles, say 0 > 10". For this reason we irradiatxd with relativistic heavy 
ions a ring target arrar~grrr~pnt covering to a first approximation a solid angle 
27r, it will be referred to here after as the "2a ring target" (Fig. 5)  . It 
rovers ideally a 27r solid angle for a point-like beam and consists of two 1 
cm thick Cu-disks ( k = l ,  front disk; k=9, back disk, covering (0" < 9 < 6') 
separated by a distance d=38 cm) and of seven Cu-rings of different shapes 
in between, cut out of 1 cm thick Cu -cylinders with an outer diameter of 
8 crn and an inner opening of 4 cm. For an idealized ~oint-like beam the 
seven Cu-rings cover an angle 9 as follows: (k=2): 90"-70'; (k=3): 70'-52'; 
(k=4): 52"-43"; (k=5): 43"-31"; (k=6): 31"-19"; (k=7): 19"-10"; and (k=8): 

10'-6". This target was irradiated with 44 GeV IZC during 19 hours with a 
total of 2.5. 10" ions. The beam was well-focused, its beam spot density is 
gaussian with a variance o = (3-4)mm, which was determined via the "Na- 
activity induced by the beam in the front disk (k=l). The gamma-activity 
in Cu was measured ina  standard way, it should be pointed out, however, 
that the total activity in the Cu-rings was not too large; this, in turn, leads 
to relatively larger statistical errors than in the & measurements. Fig. 6 
gives a typical gamma -spectrum in one of those rings. A similar experiment 

Fig. 5. The 27r ring-target exposed to 44 GeV "C. The Cu-disks (1 and 
9) have a diameter of 8 cm, they are 1 cm thick. The Cu-rings (2 to 8) have 
a shape as indicated, their thickness is 1 cm. Details a te  described in the 
text and given in (44,451. 

Channel number 
Fig. 6. A typical 7-spectrum in one copper ring, as measured with a 

Ge(Li) detector and using conventional techniques. 



has been carried out with 4 GeV 'He a t  SATURNE, Saclay, France. It was 
mentioned already, that there is no reason to expect any SMFP effects here. 
The target was slightly modified: the distance between the first and last Cu- 
disk was only 20 cm and six rings were placed in between them. In Table l a  
we give the directly measured ratios & ("Na) for the two irradiations. &- 
ratios for different other isotopes have also been mehsured 1441, but are not 
dealt with in this publication. In Table l b  we give the results for a control 
experiment with 44 GeV "C. We used a slightly modified target system 

Tablc l a  

& ("Na), as observed in the 2n rlng target for 44 GeV I2C and 4 GeV 
'He. & ("Na) is the ratio of the "Sa-activity w~th in  a certain angular 
Interval 0 as compared to the 1. copper dlsk In percent (see Fig. 5). 

(*) this correction is described in the text. 

for 

! observation 1 beam halo ! observation ) beam halo ; 
I 90"-70" 1 ! . 5 = , 3 . J  0.2 rt 0.6 1 0.2 f 0.1 1 0.0 f 0.2 

(+) this value has been measured twice, with this target and the 
SEGMENT-2 target (see Fig. 12 and Table 5). Here we give the mean 
value between the two independent experimental determinations. 

Tablc lb. 

Re (l'Na) for 
11 GeV "C 

0.0 5 0.2 1 
0.0 + 0.2 1 
0.1 i 0.2 1 

0.3 f 0.2 
0.6 f 0.2 

90 f 1 

' 70'-52" 
I 52'-43' 
, -13°-310 
I .3l0-19' 

19"-10" 
10"- 6" 
10'-0' 

& ("Na), u observed in a controll-experiment with 44 GeV "C. A 
modified 2n ring target consisted out of the front disk, only two rings covering 
the angles 43"-3l0and 19"-loo, and the end disk in a distance of 20 cm, 
covering the angle 0"-10'. The results have not been corrected for a finite 
beam size 

I angular interval 0 / Rg /"Sa) for 44 GeV "C 

exper~mental 

RB ("Na) for 
4 GeV 'He 

!." 3 .3  , 0.0 = 0.5 3.i  = 0.1 
1.0 r 0.3 I 0.0 = 0.5 I 0.2 f 0.1 
2.7 = 0.3 1 1.4 f 0.6 I 0.3 f 0.1 

1 j eiperlmental observatioc 
43"-31" 3.2i0.3 

/ 19"-10" j i 610.6 
1 10"- 0" I 11512 

correctes  for 

Re (?'Na) for 
.i GeV 'He 1 

exper~mental 

5.3 1 0.6 
7.1 f 0.6 
7.7 f 0.6 

6"- 0" 1 107.0 f 2 

(iesrrihcd in thc caption to Table lb. It whs exposed during an independent 
irradiation to al,out thr same total ion flux as the main experiment (Table 
la) .  \Ve found in three angular rings the same anlounts of "Na as in the 
main experiments (Table I b). The agreement of the Re (?'Na) values within 
Tables l (a ,b)  show?, that the production of "Na within one specific ring is 
11ot influenced by the rings close-by. As onc can see from Fig. 5, primary 
particles from the beam halo entering the outer area of the 2n ring target 
(2cm < r < 1 m )  propagate through a "very thick" Cu-target, such as shown 
in Fig. lc. In order to  know the "true" wide-angle emission of energetic 
particles emitted from the center of the first Cu-disk in Fig. 5 (r  < 2 m ) ,  
one h a  to correct for this "very thick" target erect. Consequently, a stack 
of 16 Cu-disks, S cm 4, 1 cm thick as shown in Fig. lc ,  has been irradiated 
twice with 4 4  GeV "C at the SYYCHROPHASOTRON. Dubna. The 
results for 2'Na-production in this "very thick" Cu-stack Are shown in Fig. 
7 together with t.he rcsults of similar irradiations wit11 1 GeV 'He and 2.6 
CeV p at SATURNE. (These resrllts are taken frorn 15. ,141). Now we can 
correct the "experimental Hs  ("Na)" il l  Table la  for beam halo eKects as 
follows: 1) Wc assume, that we observe in the ring (h=2: 90'-70') only the 
hearn halo. 2)  The " ~ ~ p p e r  limit" for the bcam halo correction in every ring 
is proportional to its wvight (in g Cu) and proportiol~al to tlie R, value of 
Fig. 7. As we don't have a perfrct "very co~npact stack" of ropper, such as 
shown in Fig. lc. Tome rnergetic secondary fragments are leaving the copper 
material i f  they arc enlitled into large lab angles. They don't contribute to 

the beam halo activity. Thus, a 20% rcdurtion of the "upper limitn beam 
halo correction is considered as the "lower limit" beam halo correction, as 
appr. 20% of all energetic secondaries arc emitted with 0 > 6' (Table 1) for 
44 GeV I2C. For the 4 GeV'He -irradiation, only an "upper limit" beam halo 
iorrection has been considered. 3) The "correction for beam halon in Table 
1 is taken as the mean value between the "upper limitn and "lower limitn 
beam -correction, with an uncertainty spanning the entire uncertainty range. 
Such an uncertainty is a rather conservative estimate, but due to the limited 

correcte8 for 1 

105 f 3 

statistical accuracy in our experiment this is considered as being proper. The 
final results for the angular distribution RB (?'Na), as corrected for beam 
halo erects, are given in Table la. From this we can conclude the following 
experimental facts: 1) The 2n ring target shows an appreciable amount of 
?'Na produced by serondary fragments emitted into large lab angles (6' < 
Olob < 4.3') from a 1 r m  thick Cu disk irradiated with 44 GeV "C. A 
similar wide-angle emission is not observed for the 4 GeV 'He beam. 2) The 
data  available from our experiments cannot give a statistically significant 
answer to the question whether any secondaries exhibiting the (still highly 
controversal) SMFP "decayn can be observed within our arrangement. Such 
a "decay" would show up as a significant decrease of the "Na-activity in the 
downstream Cu-configuration, when they are removed from the upstream 
Cu-disk. To answer the question quantitatively we note that if there is no 
"loss of anomalously large cross-sectionnof secondary fragments along the 
flight pathes shown in Fig. 5, then all the activity in the downstream Cu- 
disk of the contact configuration (Fig. l a )  should be found again in the rings 
and in the end-disk of the 277 ring target. Any loss-of-activity, A& (P4Na), 
would be observed as follows: 

3.6 f 0.4(+) 
5.6 f 0.9 
5.7 f 0.9 

0.5 5 0.1 
0.3 f 0.1 

90 f 1 



'l'hr results are given in Table 2. Any ?;I atistically significant deviation of 
ARe (14Na) from zero could indicate the "rlecay to ground state" of "anoma- 
lous" secondary fragments. No such deviation can be observed in eithcr of the 
beams, as shown in Table 2. However, due to the rather large experimental 
uncertainties in ARe ("Na), we cannot exclude a contribution of decaying 
"anomalous" secondary fragments within the experimental uncertainties of 
5% in A& ("Na) for 4 4  GeV "C and 1.5% for 4 GeV 'He. It should be 
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Fig. 7. The ratio R, for "Sa observed in downstream Cu disks to that 
In the 1st disk in a very compact stack of Cu disks as shown in Fig. l c  for 
four irradiations. The index (i) in R, is given as (x/cm) on the abscissa. The 
cross (x)  at  ( & = I ;  x/cm=l) is the normdisation point for d l  distributions. 

Table 2. 

On the possible decay of "anomalously" large secondary fragments. The 
values &("?;a) and 1 Re (14Na) are the results from measurements in the 
compact form (Fig. l a )  and in the 2r ring target (Fig. 5), resp. A&("Na) 
is the difference between them. Re (24Na) has been corrected for beam-halo 
effects (Table la )  

between 

/ 4.1 GeV ''C 4 GeV 4He[43] 

anq end-piate I I 

oi 2 7  I 
I 

::i7e tareet - I 

~.ecalled that the results from this experiment, where partial cross-sections 
are measured are not directly comparable to those in visual (i.e. emulsion 
and bubble chamber) experiments where total cross-sections determine the 
observed mean free paths. In the next section we want to address the prob- 
lem: Can the abundant production of 14Na at large lab angles 0 > 10' be 
understood within the framework of widely accepted theoretical models? 

0.922 f 0.010 &(14Na) 
- 

4. CALCULATIONS USING THEORETICAL MODELS 

1.24 f 0.02 

Ohiously all there would be needed in order to allow us to state whether 
our experiments observe anything beyond conventional physics would be a 
complete set of multiplicities, fragmentation parameters, angular and energy 
distributions of all the secondaries. The choice of the proper theoretical 
models used for the interpretation of experimental results is always a problem 
since no theoretical model known to the authors is suitable for the description 
of all the aspects of relativistic heavy ion interactions. However, it is well- 
known that the Dubna-Cascade Model is a very advanced theoretical concept 
(46, 471 with quite a number of successful applications, an example is given 
in Ref. [48]. This model is based on the historic two-step Serber model 
of complex high-energy interaction: At first we calculate a fast intranuclear 



cascade as a succession of n~~c leon ic  interactions. This is followed by the  
slow evaporation of light particles from an excited nuclear state,  which is left 
as a residue after the  fast cascading interactions. This rather simple model 
has been refined considerably by Toneev and Gudima 1461 and brounht into 
line with many aspects of  resent-day high-energy phenomena (loc. cit.), 
including contributions due to  coalescence and precompound phenomena 
Additionally, a more pheno~nenological model for intranuclear interactions in 
high-energy reactions has also been used in our calculations 149). This model 
describes t he  interaction of a high energy heavy ion Al (0.5 GeV/n< E1.b < 
5 GeV/n) with a target nucleus A1. The model can be applied to  target- and 
projectile -ions williin the  mass range 4 < A < 240 and is conrcrned with 
the  production of relativistic secondary fragments h,, such as  piu~ls,  kaons, 
nucleons, and hyperons. This interaction 

uses conventional nuclear geometry concepts in a conventional manner. The 
radii of both nuclei a r e  calculated and the impact parameter b is determined 
for each interaction randomly by a Monte-Carlo procedure. This yields the  
natural mixture of central and peripheral interactions. T h e  limits between 
these two types of interactions are  determined through an average scattering 
angle, which is depending on A and EL=&. For central collisions we subdi- 
vide t h e  nuclei "row-on-row" iqto cylinders, where two-body nucleon-nucleon 
interactions occur. For peripheral interactions only simple nucleon-nucleon 
interactions are  taken in to  account. No hydrodynamic aspects of t he  inter- 
actions a re  considered. Assuming a uniform density distribution within the  
interarting nuclei one can calculate the number of nucleons in both regions 
considered. T h e  Fermi-momentum of the constituents can be  calculated us- 
ing the  following phase -space distribution: 

n being nucleons within the  nucleus and the momentum p is chosen ran- 
domly (0 < ( p (  < PFN = 0.4(n/A)1/3GcV/c). PFN is t he  Fermi momentum. 
The calculation stops, when the  number of target- or projectile-nucleons is 
exhausted and a further emission of nucleons is prohibited due  to  energy or 
momentum conservation. Further details are described in the  original liter- 
a ture  1491. In our calculations we were only concerned with the  emission of 
relativistic secondary particles (p, n, st, s-, d ,  t ,  3He, 4He, and 'Li) during 
the fast cascade step. T h e  energies and the emission angles of these particles 
were recorded and used for further analysis. Consequently, we did neither 
study the effects of an extended target system, nor the role of 3rd generation 
particles. These fast cascade calculations gave currents N,,k per unit t ime 
for t he  light relativistic particle (i) of energy EJ within a certain lab angular 
interval (k);  i.e. within the  acceptance of the kth-ring of t he  2r ring target. 
Then one calculated the  activity A,,t of "Na accounting to  the  standard 
equation: 

.4,,k - is thv actiblty of "Na in ring ( k )  du r  to (i)  of energy E, 

o,, - cross-section Cu  --t 14Na for  article ( i )  with an  energy E, 

NiJk - current for par t i rk  ( i )  of an cnrrgy E, within the angular interval 
of t he  ring (k )  

,Vc.,k - number of Cu-atoms [cm-'1 in the  ring ( k ) .  

We neglect terms associated with the irradiation, as they cancel in our ratio- 
calculations. The  crucial value in eq. (7) is the  cross-section a,,. T h e  most 
detailed decription on how this cross-section influences the interpretation 
of this type of Cu-block experiments has beep given in 121. The  energy 
dependence of a,,, ( the  excitation function), iu only known for protons in 
some detail. F~trthermore, the knowledge of other cross-section a,, for the 

of 24Na in copper induced by other light particles, including I1C is very 
limited. Consequently, we acted two fold: 

I ) We determined three additional experiniental cross-sections for the re- 
actions C U ( ~ / ~ / ' ~ C ; X ) ~ ' N ~  with the  following projectile energies: 8.14 
GeV p; 7.3 GeV d;  and 44 GeV IZC, respectively. We used conventional 
techniques. The  monitor cross-section was "Al (p /d /1 'C ;X)Z4~a ,  the  
integral particle flux could be  determined up to  10% accuracy. The  
results are  given in Table 3. 

2) In agreemrnt with the concepts of "limiting fragmention" and "fac- 
torisation" in high-energy nuclear interactions, we always used in our 
calculations: a,, = a,,,,,,(EJ)A113 and o,, = (const) for ET > 3GeV. 
The  resulting excitation functions are shown in Fig. 8. 

Table 3. 
Some cross-sections for the reaction &CU (p/d/ lZC;X) 24Na. as  deter- 

mined In this work and recently by S.Y. Cho, e t  al.' 

I Projectile ] EnergyIGeV I ("Ya)/mb 
P 1 8.1% 1 3 . 4 f  0.5 

S.Y. Cho, e t  al., Phys.Rev.C 36, 2.749 (1987) 

,4fter the results of the phenomenological model were obtained in form of 
tabulated N,Jk-values, the  calculation proceeded from eq (7) as follows: 

and 
Ak = C A,& . (9) 

The activity At in the kth-ring, disk resp., is the  final calculation value 
needed. In order to si~nplily the further calculation. we compare the ac- 



tivity for a'Na in the  kIh-ring to the  activity in the last two Cu-pieces, i.e. 
Cu-ring (k=8) plus the  Cu end-disk ( k g ,  Fig. 5). This activity covers the  
angular interval OD < 0 < 10' and is normalized to  ~ ~ n i t y .  It is calculated as 
follows: 

1) (A8 + As) are taken from eql~alion 9, this part is due to  projectile 
f r a g m e ~ ~ t s  with 1 < A < 6. To this we add the 

2) activity induced by primary 12C-ions hitting the Cu end-plate. 

loo 0 
P P 

0 protons (prons) , 

1 

Fig. 8. Excitation function for the  reaction a C ~  (X;Y) "Na. The  exper- 
imental points are given with error bars; the  four curves (for p, d ,  'He, 'He) 
are used in the calculations as described in the  text. 

The "C-beam intensity is reduced by 14% within the first Cu-disk (k=l) ,  
as estimated using conventional total absorption crass-sections (501 and  stan- 
dard formulas such as eq(3). We neglect in this approach the  activity induced 
by heavy projectile fragments with 6 5 A < 12. But this contribution is small 

and certainly smaller than 14%, as, a t  the maximum, one interacting C-ion 
yields only one such heavy projectile fragment. Such an uncertainty is small 
as compared to  the  other uncertainties in the calculations. 

The  results of the  calculations are  shown in Fig. 9a and compared with 
the  experimental results, as given in Table l a .  The  calculations are  based on 
the  assumption of a point-like beam for primary ions. Indeed, we were able t o  
observe a rather narrow beam distribution with a variance of o = (3-4) mm 
for a gaussian type of beam-width. Such a narrow beam does not influence 
the  experimental distribution &(14Na) in any appreciable manner, as i t  is 
shown in the  Appendix. T h e  comparison between experiment and theory 
in Fig. 9a shows a steeper decrease of & with the angle 0 for t h e  two 
models used, as compared with t h e  experiment. For the phenomenological 
model (PM) this discrepancy amounts to  one-order-of-magnitude, for the  
Dubna Cascade Model (DCM) t o  about a factor of (2-3). However, as all 

! n a t  
4 4  GeV "C + Cu 

i e x p e r i m e n t  

- A t h e o r y  1 (PM) 
a 
z 

q a t h e o r y  2 IDCM) 
N - 

CD 
DZ 

Fig 9a). Comparison between calculated and experimental distributions 
Hg ("?a) in the  reaction (44 GeV ''C + "'Cu). All distributions are  
normallzed to  the  "Na-activity within the  angular interval1 0' < 0 < 10'. 
Pbl-phenomenological model , DCM - Dubna cascade model, details see text. 



values are associated with rather large uncertainties, we refrain from the 
determination of a statistical significance between those distributions. The 
uncertainties in the calculated distribution are of a systematic nature, as i t  is 
very difficult to estimate in an accurate manner the 2'h'a-activity induced 
by primary "C in copper (in comparison to the "Na-activity induced by 
secondary particles). The uncertainty in the experimental distribution is 
due to limited counting statistics. The PM leads to a stronger decrease with 
0 as compared to the DCM as it ignores all collectiw effects. But we take 
note of the fact, that the DCM in Table 4 gives only a small number of 
a-particles, having always a rather low kinetic encxrgy. Experimentally, it is 
a well-known fact, that relativistic 12C-particles quite often break up into 
4He-particles, emitted with relativistic energies into a tiny angular forward 
cone. This deficiancy in the DCM makes our calculations rather conservative.. 

Table 4a. 

Mean energy [CeV] of secondary particles as a function of their emission 
angle 6. The results are obtained with the Dubna-Cascade Model (46. 471. 
The model was used in a form including coalescence and precompound phe- 
nomena 
-- lac+ 6'cu 

44 GeV 
2400 events 

x(t-1 
n 

P 
d 

-- 

t 
3He 
'He -- 

Table 4b. 

Relativ number of secondary particles a a function of their emission angle 
0. The results are obtained with the Dubna-Cascade hlodel !4€.  471. as shown 
above 

/ 12C+ a C ~  / Or-10. 'TIo-30" i 30"-40" , 40'- jQ0 1 50"-60" 
i 4 1  Gel '  1 - 

5960 

'He 16 

Fig 9b). Comparison between the DCM (Dubna cascade mode!) and the 
experimental angular distribution R,. All distributions are normalized to 
the Z'Na-activity within the angular interval1 10' < 6 < 20'. Furthermore. 
the small il~fluence of the extended beam (a = 3-4 mm) on the calculated 
distribution is shown. Details are given in the appendix. 

A rnore realistic calculation would bring even less high-energy particles into 
large lab-angles. Such a more realistic calcolation, also including results from 
c.n~~~lsion experiments, will be prrscnted in a ft~ture publication toget her with 
further expc-rimental observations 1511. . . 

When we restrict our calculation to angles 0 > loo, we calculate the Re 
much more accurately with the DCM, as only light secondary particles are 
emitted into large angles with 0 > 10'. All input parameters are well known, 
as shown in Table 4. When we now calculate 

the results arc shown in Fig. 9b. llere again weobserve a significant difference 
between the experimental and theoretical angular distribution of Re("Na) 
in the angular interval 20' < 6 < 30'. We obsvrve a factor of 2.3 between 
experiment and theory with a significance of 3 standard deviations. Here, 
the small influence of our extended beam ( a  = 3 - 4mm) on R, is shown. 
The calculated values (DCM) in Fig. 9b are given without uncertaintie8,and 
without accounting for the size of the target ['I]. 



It is interesting to note, that even when we assume, that we can uoder- 
stand the production of 24Na within the angular interval 10" < B < 20' (i.e. 
no "anomalonsn), we observe at the larger angles B > 20' considerable more 
14Na than can be calculated with the DCM. 

In summary, one observes too much "Na-activity at  large lab angles, indi- 
cating a too large flux of particles, which can induce high-energy interactions 
(Ethre,ho,d 0.8 Gel') in copper. In this paper we are unable to account for 
this discrepancy. The reasons for this discrepancy could be - among others: 

1 )  We assumed a predominant emission of relativistic Z=1 particles 
(and neutrons) into wide angles. This is given by the "cascadingn 
models used and it is found experimentally in nuclear emulsions [8] 

2) The emission of energetic large fragments (A > 6) into large lab 
-angles is completely neglected. Possible experimental evidence for 
such ~~nexpected emission of relativistic heavy fragments into large lab- 
anglcs might have been observed in a pteliminary manner with visual 
detectors (see Refs. [8, $21). If such an emission would occur, it could 
be in the range of a probability, compared to the flux of primary 
llC-ions. There are theoretical conjectures, that such heavy projectile 
frag~ner~ts might have "anomalous" properties 1271, a conjecture worth 
further experimental investigations. 

3) Wedid not consider the "anomalon-hypothesisn, vhich states that 
light relativistic secondary fragmcnts ( 2 5 1 )  can have considerable en- 
hanced cross-srrtion, both for the total, as well as for partial cross- 
sections. 

Obviously, further experimental and theoretical work is needed in order 
to understand this p ~ ~ z z l e  better. 

5. FURTHER CONTROI. EXPERIhlENTS 

'The enhanced production of "Na by wide angle secondaries produced in cop- 
per by 44 GeV "C has been the essential obsrrvation reported in this paper. 
It is desirable to have further experimental confirmations for this experi- 
mental fact. Consequently, we carried out the following control experiments: 

1) We exposed the target system SEGMENT-1 (shown schematically 
in Fig. 10 (a ,b))  for 23 hours to 2.5.10 '~ ions (44 GeV "C) at the SYN- 
CHROPHASOTRON. This new setup consisted of a small Cu-target T (2 
rm diameter, 1 cln thick) and Cu-segments, exposed to secondary fragments 
emitted from the center of the Cu-target into polar angles 20" < 0 < 30". 
These three Cu-segments ( A ,  B, C) covered always an azimuthal angle, 
= 38" so as not to interfere with each other. They are placed at  increas- 
ing distances from the target T. Each segment consisted out of three I cm 
thick sub-segments (A1-3,B1-3,C1-3). We determined in the usual way the 
"Na-activity in all the copper-pieces and carried out the proper geometrical 
corrections as described in detail in Refs. [44, 511. Then we renormalized 
the activity from 9 = 38" to the full azimuth of 360"; the results are given 
in Fig. 10c. We observe 24Na-activity in all segments and sub-segments to  

an extent of z 4%. This is in agreement with the & ("Na) measurement of 
(3.6 f 0.9)% as found in the 2n ring-target for the angle 19" < 0 < 31' (ring 
k=6, as shown in Fig. 5). From Fig. 10c one can conclude that: 

i) the amount of "Na found within the polar angle 20" < 0 < 30" does 
not depend on the details of the two quite different constructions of 
Cu-target systems, shown in Fig. 10 (a,b) and Fig. 5. 

ii) comparing the 14Na-activity in sub-segments Al ,  B I ,  and C1, we 
observe always the same activity, showing no decrease of any "effectn 
for dis!ances d between 7 cm up to 20 cm from the Cu -target T, 

iii) within the limits of experimental uncertainties, the "Na-activities 
agree within all sub-segments BI.-3, and C1-3, although a slight 
tendency for decreasing activity from 1-3 is visible. 

I l l  I l l  

I 1 I I , 
4 8 12 16 20 

d l c m  

Fig. 10. The target setup SEGXIENT-1 consists of a Cu-target T and 
Cu-segments, Al up to  C3 : a) shown from head-on view and b)  shown in a 
s ~ m ~ l i f i e d  cut-view c)  the results for "Na in Cu after an  irradiation with 41 
GeV lZC: RB (14Na) is the ratio of activity in a certain segment, say A1 up 
to C3. normalized to 2r in azimuth to that in the target T .  Further details 
are given in the text. 



We can compare this t o  the  slight and even more pronounced decrease of 
R, in a very thick Cu-target exposed to 2.6 GeV protons and 4 GeV alphas 
(SATURNE) as shown in Fig. 7. It appears (Fig. 7) that  the  slope in 
t he  dR/dx curves is a strong function of the  incoming ion energy. Whether 
or not, i t  is allowed to  conclude from the  almost constant activity in the  
sub-segments that  quite energetic secondary particles have penetrated these 
segments must be  studied further (511. The  "puzzlen of this experimental 
finding has already been formulated in Ref. 12, 81 and shall be repeated here: 
From "known physicsn we co~~c lude ,  that secondary particles emitted into 
polar angles 20' < 6 < 30" have a low transverse momentum, consequently 
a low total momentum. This leads to a rather low kinetic energy, too low 
to  produce in Cu-segments "Na in the  experimentally observed large abun- 
dances. According to  Table 4a, the  calculated mean kinetic energy for the  
hadrons is approx. 0.5 GeV in this angular intervall. 

2) We can rxclude the  production of "Na in segments Al ,  A1, and A3 as 
being due only t o  an extended beam halo as follows: As shown in Fig. 11, 
we exposed a CR-39 SSNTD (solid s ta te  nuclear track detector) in front of 
the  Cu-disk to 7.107 ions (44 GeV "C) and etched the  foil as required (Ref. 
(81 gives the  details). The decrease of the track intensity perpendicular t o  

a)  

LL GeV 

Icrn Cu I 

CR - 39 I 

Fig. 11. a )  T h e  experimental set-up to  measure the  beam profile with 
one CR-39 plastic solid-state-track detector, irradiated with one burst of a 
44 GeV "C-beam. b) The  decrease of the track intensity in CR-39 (identical 
with the  decrease of t he  beam intensity) outside the  "beam halon, zs mea- 
sured from t h e  center of the  target along the  vector given by the  segments 
AI,A1 and AS, shown in Fig.10. 

the beam dirrction and in front of sub-segment A,,  is shown in Fig. 11. We 
estimate that  < 2% of the  primary I1C beam has hit this sub -segment Al 
as compared to 4 %  of the  ohserved "Na-activity. This shows additionally, 
that the "Na-activity in this segment is produced by energetic secondary 
frag~nents emit t rd  from target T into large polar angles 20' < 6 < 30". But  
this experiment is not completely conclusive. M'e compare here only the  
heam profile for 1 burst of 7.107 ions to the beam p~ofile of an extended 23 
hour irradiation with 2.5.10T1 ions 4 4  Gel '  "C. Cunst.q~~ently, we must carry 
out one further col~trol experiment. 

3) Li'e irradiatr a fr~rt.her target system twicr. 'This system is called 
SE(;31ENT-:! and is shown ill Fig. 12.11 is similar t o  the  one shown in Fig.li) 

"shadows" to m r a s u r r  

b, thr beam-halo c ~ , ,  30' 
C. n 

Fig. 12. The target setup SEGMENT-:! conslsts of a target T and Cu- 
segments A, through D3: a )  head-on view and b )  shown in a simplified 
cut-view. Some results from this experiment are  shown in Table 5. They 
concern the  effect of the  "beam halo". as meuured with the  "shadown on 
the  activity of "Na in the  segments AI .  81 ,  C1. und D l .  



Again one has a target T (2 cm 0, 1 cm thick) and a series of segments 
A, B, C, D; tlie segments cover here an azimuthal angle between 28' and 
78" and again a polar angle 20" < 0 < 30" . Iiowever, we have installed 
also "shadow" copper targets; their thickness is only 0.5 cm, but their area is 
just the projection of the first sub-segment AI, B,, Cl, and D l  into the plane 
normal to the beam. These "shadow" targets determine completely the beam 
halo as seen by their first sub -segments Al, 81, Cl ,  and Dl,  respectively. 
Two experiments were carried out: 

(1) with 3.5.10" ions 12C(44 GeV) onto a carbon target T; 

(2) with 2.1.10Iz ions 12C(44 GeV) onto a copper target T. 

The results are given in Table 5. The activity ratio P, defined as 14Na in the 
"shadow" Cu part (0.5 cm thick) compared to thez4Na in the respective first 
Cu sub-segment (1.0 cm thick), must be multiplied by a factor of two in order 
to normalize to the same Cu thickness. Nevertheless, the value 2.P is always 
significantly smaller than unity. This shows conclusively, that the activity 

Table 5. 

Results for the determination of the beam halo with a "Cu-shadow" in 
the target system SEGMENT-2, as shown in Fig. 12. The activity ratios are 
given for the isotope "Na, produced in copper. The sub-segments A,, B1, 
CI und Dl are placed a t  the polar angle 20' < 0 < 30' with respect to the 
target T 

( * )  The "shadow" is 0.5 cm thick and the sub-segments A,, B1, e l ,  
and Dl are 1 cm thick. The shapes of the "shadow" are exactly those 
of their resp. sub-segments, as shown in Fig. 12. The factor of 2P 
gives the amount of "beam-halon activity within the sub segments. 

activity ratio P* 

"shadow" A 
A I 

"shadow" B -- 
BI 

shadow" C 
CI 

"shadow" D 
Dl 

intensity of 
44 GeV "C 

(+) In this case, the ratio B l / T  = (4.4f0.4)% was measured. This 
reprodurcs the result shown in Table la. 

(**) In these cases, the measured activity of 24Na within the "shadow" 
was too low for a statistically significant evaluation. 

2 cm 0 target T 
1 cm thick carbon 

0.27f 0.06 

(**) 

0.26f 0.06 

0.13f 0.06 

3.5. 10l2 

of "Na found in the sub-segments of copper, as shown in Figs. 10 and 12, 
cannot be caused only by the beam halo (measured via the "shadow" Cu), 
but a substantial fraction must be produced by energetic secondary fragments 
emitted under a polar angle 20' < 0 < 30" from targets T,  the target T can 
be copper or carbon itself. The result for the measurement in the segment 
El has already been included in Table (la). A more detailed account of this 
experiment will be published later (511. 

2 cm 0 target T 
1 cm thick copper 

** (L 
0.09f 0.02(+) 

(**I 
8 (L 

2.1 . 

6. RESPONSE TO THE CRITICIShl 
OF TOLSTOV ABOUT OUR CU-DISK 
EXPERIMENT 

Finally, we want to conclude this article with a response to a Tolstov's criti- 
cism [53,54] about our Cu-target experiments, as this is intimately connected 
with the problemof wide-angle emission of energetic particles. In this context 
it is unimportant, that Tolstov 1541 describes in his article the experiment 
of Dersch et al. [I] quite accurately and quotes the essential results in Fig. 
13 correctly: Dersch et al. irradiated targets, such as shown in Fig. l a  and 
l b  with 36 GeV 40Ar and 72 GeV 'OAr respectively. The determination 
of yield ratios R was carried out in the same manner, as described in our 
Section 2. The yield ratio Rd for deep-spallation products, say 14Na and 
18Mg, is given in Fig. 13. Rd is the activity ratio for one nuclide in the 
downstream disk as compared to the upstream disk. It was stated, that 
we are unable to understand the results of Fig. 13 on the basis of widely 
accepted models in physics [I]-[9]. Tolstov attemped to show the contrary. 
Essentially, he assumed that relativistic protons and pions emitted during the 
interaction of 72 GeV 'OAr with Cu have a sufficiently large kineticenergy for 
thr production of 14Na from Cu, independent of their emission angle in the 
laboratory system. He assumed that & is due to the emission of energetic 
fragments into all kinds of large forward angeles. By increasing the distance 
d between the two Cu disks more and more wide angle emitted secondaries, 
protons as well as pions, fail to hit the downstream Cu disk, thus decreasing 
Rd with increasing d for 72 GeV 40Ar. In this way, he indeed was able to 
fit the experimental points at 72 GeV 'OAr quite well with his calculation as 
shown in Fig. 13. However, all the equations in Refs. [53, 541 ignore the 
energy dependence for pions and protons on their emission angle. It is u.ell- 
known that in high-energy interactions the mean transverse momentum is 
rather low and has weak dependence on the angle. Consequently, the kinetic 
energy is angular dependent: practically speaking, the larger the lab-angle 
the lower the kinetic energy of pions and protons. This was calculated quite 
extensively in Ref. 121 and confirmed in this work, as shown in Table 4a. In 
particular, for large lab angles (0 > 20') a large kinetic energy would require 
quite large mean transverse momenta and correspondingly high temperatures 
for the source emitting such protons and pions. In addition, Tolstov used as 



input da ta  for his calculation the angular distribution for secondary highly 
energetic protons and pions, as found experimentally for minimum ionising 
particles in nuclear emulsion irradiated with 80 GeV "Ne. Now it is well 
known, that t he  angular distribution for minimum ionising (i.e. 
fast protons and pions) by 80 GeV llNe is more forward focused 
than those produced by 72 GeV 'OAr because of the  higher beam velocity 
(energy per nucleon) in the formed case. In case Tolstov would have used 
the  proper experimental input data, his "fitn would not be as beautiful, as 
shown in Fig. 13. Furthermore, Tolstov only fils t he  radiochemical da ta  
for 72 GeV 'OAr and not for 36 GeV 'OAr. It is known, that  the  angular 
distributions for minimum ionising particles by 36 and 72 GeV 
"Ar are  rather similar (details can be found in Ref. (21). Nevertheless, 

Fig. 13. Attempt of Tolstov (53, 541 to  criticise our interpretation of the  
Cu-block experiments. The experimental results for "Na and leMg in the  
interaction of 36 GeV 'OAr (open points) and 72 GeV aAr (closed point) are 
taken from [I). (X)  "Pacyemn stands for Tolstov's calculations. The agree- 
ment between experiment and Tolstov's model is remarhble  for 72 GeV 'OAr 
on Cu-targets. The text describes the  inconsistency in Tolstov's interpreta- 
tion, but also points out further work of Tolstov, which is supporting our 
observation of energetic fragments emitted a t  wide angles. PIeafe note: This 
figure is taken from 1541. Actually, Ref.1531 gives only the results for 72 GeV 
'OAr, but not for 36 GeV 'OAr. 

the  agreement between the  experiment and Tolstovs' calculation in Fig. 13 
is quite remarkable, even when HIS calculations are based on a model not 
cor~~pat ible  with other evidence. This might be the clue to  the  entire problem, 
and indeed "very energetic" protons and pions are observed at  large angles. 
"very energetic" is defined here, as having a cross-section large enough to  
enhance the production of "Na, lSMg from Cu. It is interesting t o  note, that 
such surprisingly energetic pions and protons may have indeed been observed 
recently a t  large lab angles by the Tolstov-group in Dubna [55]. They studied 
nuclear emulsions irradiated with p, "C, and 12Ne a t  4.5 AGeV/c. But then 
the question comes up: Why did all the world observe and calculate such a 
low kinetic energy for pions and protons a t  wide angles, so far? 

A variety of esperlrilc~r~tal results using srt.era1 Cu-target arrangements were 
sl~own and described. We find an unexpectedly large production of "Na 
in "secondaryn copper-detectors. These "secondary" copper detectors are 
typically 1 cm thick and are exposed to  secol~dary particles emitted from the 
interaction of 44 CeV I2C within the  1 cm thick upstream copper target. 
"Secondary" copper is exposed to  larger lab angles (6' < B L , . ~ ~  < 43'). We 
reported for two theoretical models a discrepancy of a factor between (2.10) 
between experiment and theory for the production of "Na in Cu  at  these 
large lab angles. The present situation is unclear, since some aspects of our 
work defy constantly any attempt to be interpreted on the  basis of widely 
accepted theoretical models for rnore than 5 years. 'These discrepancies may 
~eflect unperfcctions of the  models observed to describe the  overall reaction 
rncchanism in copper for and secondaries alike, or they may prove 
tllat the experimental informations needed to  provide reliable calculations 
of our complex effects are simply incomplete. Two of us (E.G. und W.S.) 
are preparing a contribution which may come to other results using another 
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8.  APPENDIX 

Estimation of a Corrrctiol for Calculated Angular Distributions Taking 
-he Extended Beam Size of the 44 GeV "C-beam. 

The calculations presented in this paper are based on the assumption of 
a point like beam hitting the front disk of the 2x ring-target system right in 
the center, as shown in Fig. 5. Now it is well-known that the 44 GeV "C- 
beam of the SYNCHUOPHASOTRON, JINR, Dubna, is very well focused 
and uuusually stable, even for extended irradiation periods of several days. 

Nevertheless we had to consider the small effects of an extended beam size. 
We studied for this the activity distribution of a long lived deep-spallation 
product (?lNa, T I / I  = 2,6 a) in Cu. We determined the "Na-activity in the 
Cu-front disk ("1" in Fig. 5 )  with the help of a Ge(Li)-gamma detector. At 
first we measured the full disk (8 cm 4 ), then we reduced mechanically the 
diameter of the disk to smaller values and measured again, until a central 
disk with I cm 4 remained. As one can see in 'Sable A-I, practically all the 
"Na-activity is concentrated in the central 2 crn 4 disk. Such a distribution 
can be approximated with a gaussian shape, having o = (3-4) mm. For this 
very well focused beam we consider the correction factors. 

Table A-1 

Measurement of "Na (TII2 = 2,6a) in the Cu-front disk . 
The diameter of the disk is reduced mechanically step-by step. Typically we 
measured at least 240 hours. During this time we collected for 8 cm 4 about 
5000 counts in the ?-peak (1274.5 keV). Nearly all values got measured in 
duplicate. 

We calculate the correction for the geometrical acceptance of the 2x target 
for an extended beam size. The angular acceptance for an ideal beam ( o 
= 0 mm) has already been given in Fig. 5. The model for this calculation 
together with the parameters used are shown in Figures A - l  and A-2. 

28 

diameter of Cu-disk 
(cml 

fil - inner radius of the copper-ring (2  2 cm) 
I?2 - outer radius of the copper-ring (< 4 cm) 
d - vector from the center of-the front-disk C to the point-of-interaction L 

within the front- disk ( R  < 4 n ) .  The points C and L are assumed to 
be in the median plane of the front-disk. 

go - vector in the Cu-ring, starting at L' and directed to the point of 

normalized activity 
ft=01 

secondary interaction I. 
I?D - s c ~ t o r  in the Cu-ring, starting from C' and ending a t  I . fi,, and fi. are 

coplanar. 
f?, - vector ronnectirlg the pornts Land I . 
2 - vector between L and L' This~ec tor  is parallel to the center axis. 
p - angle between the two vectors R and R,. For this operation, the vector 

go has becn moved parallel from L' to L , i.e. frorn the "Cu-ringn 
plane to the median plan: in the-front-disk. 

0 - angle between the vector Z and R. 

onlook onto the 

A - 2  cut through 2 TC - target 
front C u - p l a t e  Cu-ring 

c e n t e r  - 

L 
I 

Fig. A-1,Z.Schematic drawing in order to define the parameters needed 
for the calculations of the effects of an extended beam size. 



The vector is gaussian distributed around the center axis with a given 
varianceo. The point L with its cartesian coordiantes (XL, YL) is determined 
randomly by two independently chosen values for the gaussian distribution 
along the x- and y-axis, respectively. From this we choose at  random an 
angle 9, as defined in Fig. A-I, with 0 < 9 < 27r. Then we select an angle 6, 
defined in Fig. A-2, starting with 6 = 0' and increasing 6 in steps of lountill 
6=75'. After having chosen the angles 9 and 6, starting from the point L, 
we have defined in a unique manner the ve_ctor fZ,. Now we look, whether any 
copper ring (i) has been hit by the vector R,. In the actual calculations, each 
Cu-ring has been divided into 10 slices, each being I mm thick. 

The  calculation shows, that for an experimentally determiped variance 
o = 4 mm, one must correct the calculated angular distributiops (based on 
o = Omm) o~l ly  by about 15 % within the angular interval lo0 < 0 < 30". 
The corrected distribution is also shown in Fig. 9b. We have pot included 
any energy dependence of secondary particles into our calculptions. But 
by comparing the experimental results for the two independent geometrical 
configurations (2~- ta rge t  vs. Segment 2) for 20' < U < 30°, we find the 
same amount of "Na in these two configurations, confirming our claim, that 
the statistical uncertainties of our experimental resuIte are larger than the 
systematic uncertainty in the correction for an extentled b e a q  size in the 
2n- target experiment. 
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E P ~ ~ T  P. U np. El-89-803 
~ 0 ~ b 1 ~ e H H b I f i  BbIXOn H~TPI~R-24, 06pa30~a~Horo 
B T O ~ U W ~ I M U  PacrWaMU, p0WleHHbIMU IIOn 6 0 n b m u ~ u  yrJIaMU 
BO B ~ ~ U M O ~ ~ ~ ~ C T B U R X  PUIfiTHBUCTCKUX UOHOB 

yrnepona c Menbm 
C noMorrZbm a m m a u u o ~ ~ o f i  M ~ T O A U K U  U ~ ~ Y ~ H O  noBeneHne 

@ P ~ ~ M ~ H T O B  CHapffna, 06pa3ymruuxc~ BO B ~ ~ U M O ~ ~ ~ ~ C T B U R X  HneP 
ymepona-12 C 3HepI'Uefi 44 r3B C TOJICTbIMU MUUIeHffMU U 3  Menu. 
npUBeneH KpaTKUfi 0 6 3 0 ~  AaEIHbIX, IIOnyrieHHbIX HaMU A 0  CHX IIOp, 
H OnUCaHbl pe3ynbTaTbl U C C J I ~ ~ O B ~ H H ~ ~  B ~ ~ U M O ~ ~ ~ ~ C T B M F I  RJJep yme- 
pOna C MeAHbIMH MHUleHffMH pa3JIU~H0fi KoH@Hrypau&Di C 06pa30- 
BaEIueM ~ a ~ p m - 2 4  B peaKumx m y 6 o ~ o r o  pacqennesm. B~ICOKO- 
3HepreTUYHbIe @par~eHTbl, KOTOPbIe UCl 'TyCKWTCff B AHTepBaJIe yr- 
n0B lo0 4 dna6 < 45O, IIPUBOnffT, no-BrnUMOMY, K 0 6 p a 3 0 ~ a ~ m  
66nbmero KOnUYeCTBa H~TPUFI-24, YeM 3TO OXUnaeTCff ll0 @ ~ H O M ~ H O -  

JIO~HY~CKO# MOneJIU. BbIII0riHeHbI PaCYeTbI IIO MOneJIU BHYTPURJJeP- 
HOrO KaCKwa, KOTOPbIe IIOKa3bIBaH)T, YTO HMeeTCff PaCXO~eHUe Ha 
@ ~ K T O ~  nBa Memy 3KCnepUMeHTOM U TeopUefi. OITWC~H~I  K ~ J I H ~ P O -  
BOYHbIe 3KCIIePUMeHTb1, IIPOBeneHHbIe Ha l'TyYKaX reJI~ff-4 U IIPOTO- 
HOB C 3HeprHefi 4 r3B H 2,6 r3B COOTB~CTBeHHO. 

Pa6o~a BbmOJIHeHa B na6opa~opuu B ~ I C O K E ~ X  3HepI-fi OMHM. 
n p e n p ~ ~ ~  ~~~~~~~~0 HHCTHYTB RLIepHhIX nccneno~~~lsdk. Ay6~a 1989 

Brandt R. et al. El-89-803 
Enhanced Production of Na by Wide-Angle Secondaries 
Produced in the Interaction of Relativistic Carbon Ions 
with Copper 

Radiochemical activation techniques were used to study the be- 
havior of projectile fragments formed in the interaction of 44 GeV ' C ions within thick Cu-targets. After a short review of the results 
obtained hitherto with this Cu-target technique, the interaction of 
44 GeV ' C with several copper target configurations yielding the 
deep spallation product Na is described. Energetic fragments which 
are emitted into lab angles 10" < 8< 45", appear to  produce more 

Na (by about one order of magnitude) than calculated with a phe- 
nomenological model. An intranuclear cascade model was also used, 
giving a discrepancy of a factor of two between experiment and the- 
ory. Some normalisation experiments with 4 GeV He and 2.6 GeV p I 

are described. I 
The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High 

Energies, JINR. 
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